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OBJECTIONS
In Final Expense and Medicare Supplement sales, there are two times when you’ll likely
encounter objections: when initially contacting the lead, and when you are closing the sale or
asking for the application (their enrollment). Objections for Final Expense and Medicare
Supplements revolve around four main concerns:
1. Confusion, often in the beginning when initially contacting the lead.
2. Trust, which usually shows up twice: the first time an agent calls and again when they are
closing.
3. Budget, which agents are more likely to encounter for Final Expense than Medicare
Supplements.
4. Value, which comes up during the initial call and closing time.

1. CONFUSION
Examples of objections that revolve around confusion include: “I didn’t understand what the call
was about,” “I never asked for a call,” “I don’t remember getting a call,” and “I didn’t know this
was about insurance.”
These responses happen for one of three reasons:
1. The phone call didn’t stand out compared to what was going on in their life that day.
2. The agent took too long to call back, and the senior has since forgotten the conversation.
3. The lead creation script was too vague.
The key to dealing with this objection is to remind leads about any security questions that a
telemarketing company may use to help jog their memory of the initial call, and to assure them
that you’re the agent who was supposed to contact them about their concern. These questions can
be as simple as a favorite color or hobby. This is a very useful technique when it comes to lead
creation and prospecting.
The other way to deal with this objection is to apologize simply for any confusion and proceed
with asking them a question about the problem that your solution fixes. Final Expense agents
might ask leads if they have a plan that takes care of their loved ones when it comes to paying for
their Final Expenses, while Medicare Supplement agents may ask leads if they’ve gotten their
latest rate increase on their supplement or if they think they’re overpaying for their supplement.
Some agents automatically assume the senior is paying too much for their supplement, and just
proceed with the presentation, expecting that any true objections will surface sooner or later.
Here’s a couple of examples
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2. TRUST
Examples of objections that revolve around trust are:
“Mail me some information,”
“Who are you?”
“What company are you with?”
“I need to talk to my child/friend/spouse before making a decision,” or,
“I want to talk to a local agent.”
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These objections happen because prospects lack the information they need to make a decision,
and they worry you might not be giving them the whole picture because you receive a
commission for selling them a plan. The best way to deal with any objections based on trust is to:
! Let prospects know who you are, either by using an ID, having your insurance license
visible, or taking them through a screen-share presentation to show them pictures of your
family or other clients in addition to your state insurance license.
! Convey personal experiences that humanize you and let prospects know you understand,
and can relate to, their situation and concern.
! Send them a video, email, or letter showing the solution to their problem and who you
are.
! Get them to acknowledge their priorities, aside from the lack of trust, to see if your
solution outweighs their concern.
! Utilize the “herd principle” and tell them their concern isn’t uncommon; your other
clients also had the same concern before they became your clients, while explaining the
reasons your clients were able to look past that concern.
Remember, trust is the hardest objection to overcome, and without it, sales are rarely made.
That’s also why it’s important to have a proactive online brand, so when these issues do come
up, prospects can search and see for themselves why they have no reason to worry, especially if
you (through your website or the other methods mentioned above) clearly describe plan info,
address common problems prospects may have, display your licenses and experience, and share
testimonials from other clients.

3. BUDGET
Budgetary objections come up more in Final Expense sales than in Medicare Supplement sales,
because agents selling Final Expense are selling prospects another bill, whereas agents selling
Medicare Supplements are usually saving prospects on a bill they already pay.

Medicare Supplement agents selling to people turning 65 (T65) and going on Medicare will
come across the budget objection when comparing the cost of low- to no-cost Medicare
Advantage plans with seemingly more expensive Medigap plans.
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Remember, agents cannot sell Medicare Advantage plans to telemarketed leads because of CMS
marketing regulations. However, without going into company or plan specifics, an agent can
compare the potential out-of-pocket costs of a Medicare Advantage plan against a Medicare
Supplement plan. While making this comparison, agents can remind leads of the “advantages” of
Medicare Supplements:
!
!
!

No network restrictions for doctors or hospitals.
More stability than Medicare Advantage — where doctors may leave networks, co-pays
and covered medicines may change, and plans may be discontinued.
More predictable out-of-pocket costs than the co-pays, co-insurances, and possible
deductibles associated with Medicare Advantage.

If, after comparing the differences between these types of plans, the senior still wants to go with
Medicare Advantage because of affordability concerns with Med Supps, then you may not be
able to overcome this objection. At this point, the agent has three options:
1. Tell the senior, “I cannot help you with a Medicare Advantage plan. If you find that the
Medicare Advantage plan is not for you, and you want to look at your Medicare
Supplement options down the road, feel free to contact me.” Leave your card, and head to
your next appointment.
2. Tell the senior you cannot help with a Medicare Advantage plan, and attempt to cross-sell
them a Final Expense plan instead.
3. Partner up with another agent who does sell Medicare Advantage, who can help your
leads. Give the senior that agent’s contact info or business card, and explain, “Due to the
restrictive rules on how agents can contact seniors for Medicare Advantage plans, you’ll
have to call him for more information; he can’t call you first, but he will be able to help
you if you reach out.”
In the next chapter, where we talk about presenting, you’ll see three different ways to ascertain
the budget of a Final Expense prospect — or the savings potential of a Medicare Supplement
prospect — to avoid this objection altogether.

4. VALUE
After trust, value is the second hardest objection to overcome. Whereas budgetary objections just
question whether prospects can afford the cost of a plan, their determination of a plan’s value
depends on how important and beneficial they deem the solution. They wonder: Is it worth the
hassle of switching plans or changing providers from what I currently have? The most common
value objections an agent will hear include: “I am happy with my current plan/company/agent,”
“I like my current company; they pay all the bills,” (for Medicare Supplement plan sales), or
frankly, “I am not interested.”
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You can overcome value objections one of three ways: wedging between the prospect’s current
company or agent by providing better service, increasing their benefits for the same cost they’re
already paying (for Final Expense), or lowering the cost of what they are already paying,
(whether it’s a Final Expense plan or Medicare Supplement).

FINAL THOUGHTS ON OVERCOMING OBJECTIONS
It’s important to understand that objections should be handled with care; agents shouldn’t just
bulldoze over objections as if the senior’s concerns don’t matter. Agents have to remember that
not everyone will need or want a Final Expense plan or cheaper Medicare Supplement. It’s the
job of the agent to ask questions to see if there are concerns or problems he can provide a
solution to. If there aren’t, that’s not a problem. If you find yourself trying to fit everyone into a
solution and getting angry when someone doesn’t like the solution you propose, then step back
and remember two things:
1) A lead isn’t a guaranteed sale; it’s a chance to talk to someone and see if they have a
concern with which you can help. If they don’t have a problem you can fix, simply file
them into the pipeline to follow up with later, and politely move on.
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2) No single lead should anger an agent; if it does, the agent simply doesn’t have enough
appointments set or leads coming in. A busy agent won’t care if some leads aren’t a fit,
he expects it knowing it’s part of the business and focuses on the other leads he can help.
Expecting every single one to buy every time is a recipe for discouragement.
Another tactic you can take if you’re encountering a lot of objections, or the same types of
objections repeatedly, is to design your presentation so it answers the common objections an
agent is hearing before prospects have a chance to utter them. If you keep hearing a common
objection from leads, take it upon yourself to look more closely at how you’re calling or closing,
and see if there are any patterns you may be able to adjust that could possibly prevent objections
from happening.
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